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Music Therapy with Parents and Young Children 
 

A therapy story 
 

 
Sara is a three-year-old girl whose language and movement skills are delayed for her age. 
She was referred for music therapy by her mother Jane. Sara and Jane are attending the 
sessions together. 
 
It is a Friday morning in April and our seventh session together. Over the first few sessions, 
Sara, Jane and I have been getting to know each other and finding ways of playing music 
together. Jane and I are supporting Sara’s attempts to communicate, play and interact as 
well as helping her to sustain attention on an activity for long enough to enjoy it and finish it. 
Sara has been motivated by the instruments, but at first found it hard to stay with one 
instrument for any length of time before her attention was caught by other instruments or 
items in the room. She is already managing this better though, and seems to be responding 
to musical support and encouragement from me and from Jane to stay focused on 
something or to return to an activity or instrument she has moved away from. 
 
Sara picks up one of the animal shaped castanets and plays it - making a tapping sound. I 
play the piano and sing about what she is doing. We are able to play in time together briefly 
and then Sara says “Mummy, Mummy” and offers Jane a pair of beaters. Jane plays on the 
drum with the beaters and we all play together for a while until Sara finally says “stop!” and 
puts up her hand. We respond immediately, echoing her command: It is positive that she is 
communicating what she wants effectively and engaging with us in a playful way. Jane says: 
“good girl”, clearly pleased at the clarity of Sara’s communication. 
 
Later in the session, Sara plays the animal castanets again, this time varying her tempo and 
playing some phrases slowly interspersed with little bursts of faster, more animated playing. 
I am playing the piano and I follow her with my music, pausing, letting her set the pace of 
the music and trying to capture the playful way in which she is exploring these instruments. 
Jane listens intently, watching Sara, smiling and nodding when Sara looks up at her. I sing 
about how Jane is enjoying listening to Sara.  
 
Towards the end of the session, Sara shows an interest in my clarinet. Children are 
sometimes disappointed when I don’t let them blow my instrument, but although Sara does 
seem to want to blow it at first, she says “share.” At first it is not completely clear to us what 
she is saying, but when we understand, I blow and let her press the keys. During this time, 
she is calm, focused and engaged, enjoying the sounds we are producing together and 
turning to Jane to share the experience and show how much she is enjoying it. In future 
sessions, we are able to introduce this activity and she is consistently able to sit calmly and 
join in even if she has been finding it difficult to settle with other activities.  
 
These sessions are about building on Sara’s capacity for communication, play, interaction 
and concentration with her mum and with me, which aims to help Sara in these areas outside 
the sessions. 


